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ABSTRACT
The neig environment implies a new structure for both

planning and designing sc h an environment is the
manifested dcfference between those buildings designee
and those designed for teaching, which becomes evident by the measure
of flexibility of the facility itself and of the people within it.
This new environment will succeed if designers recognize that
flexibility requires (1) produdt awareness, both of building
materials and furnishings; (2) 'openness that can be, closed; (3)

utilization of both horiz'ontal and vertical space dimensions; (4)

recognition that a school, if it is to serve the community; must be
planned for' more functions than merely that of housing a particular
group of grade levels;and (5) recognitionsthat, with
individualization as the key; the unique purpose of the special ncr
environment in school.facilities is to create a climate and a
facility for self-motivation: (Author) 4
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0

Sometime after accepting to speak about the title assigned,

"Planning Educational Facilities: The New Environment", I
.

called AMA Conference Program Coordinator, Ray Lenoue, for

a clarification'of syntax. Did he mean that the new environment

referred to a new environment for' planning, or did it refer to

the new environment of educational facilities themselves? I

received the predictable answer, "It could be both", so I plan to

address myself briefly to the planning 'environment as weA-as the

facilities environment. The majority of comments will, however,

be mostclosely associated with the latter.
0

When we talk of the "new" environment, we assume that

there was.an "old" environment which was somehow different. The
4

old environment for planding educational facilities had as its back-
\

bone a rather °explicit line structure for decision making. In most

cases contributions of ideas and opinions were received, were

judged and were then accepted, moclified; or"rejeeted by those in

undisputed authority. Ci---.--f-aciLities oommittoes were called
CC

upon to assist the Board of Education in achieving its goal,----a-nd-the

committee structure fit into the overall planning structure with a

minimum of conflict because the chief concerns were commonly

accepted ones such as numbers of pup' to. be housed, number and
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squ:-:ro oi rooms, spaCe and equipment. for the rather

standardized curriculum, and, at the Board level, decisions about

the type of heating to be installed, color schedules, wall and floor

surfaces, propbscd bonding schedules, :11.1d (that old pseudo-

aesthetic questIon) whether the school.as designed by the architect

looked. like a school should look and fit its physical cnvironment.

How often this last item became the major conflict area in the

planning process'. r

The new .environment for planning is, without a doubt, a

much tougher one in which to operate. In most communities today,

mass involvement in the planning process appears to be more of a

political necessity than ever before. Major f,orces to contend with
1

1 0 include teachers, the parent' community, the total tax paying

(2)

community; and an array of special interest groups which apparently
1 ..

have more power than special interest groups of the past. We can look
, ..

at the humber of bond issue defea.ts-wherein. a. record number of

refusals was recently attained; we candook at labor agreements

which call for significantly more teacher and other staff involvement

in the planning procesa than resulted from the advisory inputs forMerly

sought or,- all too often, benignly tolerated. We look at the restraints

that some of these contracts contain, such as restraints which

indicate that if one building in a school district has a particular type
.

of facility other schools must get this also. And we look at battles

currently raging as to whether board or administrative judgement

's_acceptable to a community. In short, the "contributors!' of the

past now really expect to belistened_to. There is often a question --
.... .

,/ .
_...

/. ,
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,i ail.: how 11(:' for buildi a school are questioned
1

as well as the conclugions.

The district with which I am associated lost a recentschool

bond' campaign for a number of reasons, but it is apparent that the

greatest reason was the community challenge to the Board's conclusion

that enrollment wasi increasing at such a rate as to require additional

.facilities. Whereas the Board and administrationfelt the community
. .would' accept the needfor additional hpuiing and would like to provide

community opinion as tothe overall type of school organization
r,

ap.proiriate for the next few years, a great number of the coniniuniiy

rejected the basic need. What the Board felt was self evident was

0'

not apparent to others with influence, and the bond referendum was

doomed *to failure at the ;start because of the impasse reached or. he

initial premise.
^.

The new environment in facilities planninis, therefore, consistent

with the activist environment of our total culture.

the near abolition of the traditional line structure

There has developed

for planning, and

decision making is becoming truly decentralized. Educators and

Board members must realize this fact if they are to reverse the trend

of bond referendum defeats in the future.

. o
,Turning to thee. old and new environments of educational

facilities themselves, we marfind it somewhat more easy to identify

the characteristics of each; The chief characteristid of the "old

environment" facility.is that the major consideration in construction

was that the school.should be "built,to last". I remember several
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years, ano ropurt to a group Of citizens in a'Massachusetts

town ce:ncerning a ebuple of very old schools in that town. I thought

the schools were unsafe and not suiiable for economical renovation.

At the Conclusion of my report, a very elderly gentleman got up-and

said, "That elementary school was named after my principal, and it-\
was a good school then, and it's a good school now." The audience

applauded. The s'dhool is still being used.

A. second characteristic of the old fatilitie environment is

that they were generally conservative, and such'consrvatism was an
m4z

actual source of pride throughout the community., These schools
.

employed a great amount' of fixed equipment, and they reflected the very

stable curriculum of the school. One could sense the feeling of pei-

manence., Another characteristic is that these schools reflected in

their design the orderly movement of students to and from specialized

areas such as the jtipiot high wing, the "up" cor the "down" staircase,

the library, the shoF . . all meticulously scheduled Tor the year.

The custodian knew he could, sweep`a certain corrievr at 1:45 daily,.

because no one would be ,in it.
-

It is quite an indictment of school facilities, and of education'

itself, that the two most significant facilities innovations, during a

period of a hiind.red years were improved blackboards and the movement
,

of the, "baserhent". From toilets in the -cellar to toilets on every floor

the sum total of Major structural innovation!

But what is the "new facilities environment? Unfortunately,

it's really not 56 new..at all. Most newly constructed .schools remain

4



V . as pa 1.t of z.i.....: "old" facilities environment, yet there is some en-
;..,

. . ..couragement to be obtained from. a number of changes. First, ..t is

likely that planner,s of new facilities have giVen thought to community

environment and community aspirations. More and more do they

realize that even a primary school can be designed to serve all ages

in a neighborhood. ',It is only .a primary school part of the time but an

educational and recreational facility 16'to 18 hour's a day all year long.

Second, "new environment" fabilities respond to technological

progress, thu.., providing n1/4^w efficiencies and, more, importantly, the

broadening of an individualized curriculum.

Third, rhore schools are becoming servicable the year rpuncl.

Fourth,.. those us WI-o-hir,ve had -the- c.)ppoi.

facilities have found out that we like flexibility, that it provides us

with a vast store of building usage options that were considerably

less available when schools were built as impregnable, fortresses.

We have discovered new products and find that these products when

used in facilities construction permit us to have more curriculum.

flexibility. We fight the traditional institutional rook of the school

facility and seek a warm and responsive environment for learning.

We have learned of the potential of ftirniture,in affecting the climate for
I

learning. We have found out that in planning to build a school we '

don't just look at other schools. We look at homes, factories, air-
.

planes, stores, display rooms, and studios to obtain ideas which are

applicable in developing a learning environment. We look at color

texture, variety ,of space sizes, and we try to 'sake these elements

(5)



work for us, for bcttor education.

So much for the basic differences between the old and new

onvironrnenLs or planning and for facilities. Of more importance

'is what this new.environment really implies,. what we can do to change

towards, or work within, this environment. Several years ago an

educational journal featured an article entitled "These

Schools were Designed to Serve ariy Forseeable Educational

Programs". .Underneath was a drawing of a high school with varied
4

shaped classrooins: diamonds, squares, triangles, 5 sided rooms,

curved rooms, all in one schOol. Did they forsee much? They had
.. ,

. merely changed shapes and fastened them firmly to.floors and

ceilings. Too often have Architects and educators assumed that

changes in room configuration provide for present and future

Yet true s ructIrrat-flexibil some headway. We look at
t

the work of the pioneering SCSD Program, probably now familiar
°

to all architects and most school administrators, and we look-at the

work of architects like John Shaver and Warren Ashley who are just

two of a growing number of architects who seem to linderstand that

flexibility means more than simply creating something that is different

from past practice.

Shaver has. recently been virorking on the design of air support

structures and is concerned with the concept-of vertical as well,as

horizontal space development within open plan structures. For a

number of ycars, Ash10 has been opening educational space in existing

structures as well as designing new open plan schools for both elementary

and secondary. levels. In looking at the annual exhibit of school

I



.arelliteeture at the 1972 AASA Convention, I concluded that the

major difie.rence between the 1972 exhibit and that of the preceding
.

year was the great increase in the number of open,flekible , structural

designs exhibited for all leirels of education. For some reason the

concept of openness at the elementary school level was apparently

accepted by educators a few years in advance of that.same concept

(7)

being accepted for secondary.or collegiate education.

\\
It is my hope that eventually .a number of architects and

administrators will realize that the circus tent is; 'perhaps, the

most flexible structure that has been designed to date. The. circus,

itself, has long taken into account both vertical and horizontal space
f I

dimensions for performance, demonstration, and learning

Mixed with certain obvious disadvantages, the circus tent nevertheless

approached the ultimate in movability, provi'sion foi:almost instant-

interior space rearrangement, attention to sight lines, and

a potential for excitement.
.

"The Learning Place" is a model school.which was designed

by contract with the Electric Heating Associatioh. Though it '4,s

somewhat commercially oriented, The Learning Place model is

certainly worth studying in order ,to open the mind of a would-be school

.planner and get his creative wheels grinding. Likewise, to hear

John Shaver talk about, air structures . . . . . -he speaks of them as

"buildings woven in the factory" is very helpful. Or, delve

into the vertical aspects of open planning, the use of porta-dornes
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to (iQfinc ficxible, isolated, interior space, or other concepts which.
0"

.7

arc .r.o longez nearly as futuristic as they were 5 years ago. Use the

mini-bibles of EFL (those arc the ones with thick paper stock covers),

or read tlioir "epistles" which arc published rather. regularly as part

of the Schoolhouse series of pamphlets.
.

I recently heard John Breiner talking about the curriculum
_ .

of an open school. He said, "Take time, space, subject matter and

organization.and put of them prov.ide structure for learning. "

He,was f,,icuiing:on a learning structure, not a\building structure, but

how apt it is to 'use these same elements in designing the structural

.,environment. hs a matterof fact, the problems encountered in

changing.the facilities environment are the same, or very similar to,

problerns-one finds in attempting to mp.ke curriculum change; There

, is the problem of what'to change. Is the "tried and true" of the past

and present to remain the "tried and true". of the future? There is the

probleM of what to change to,. the,nedessity to hypothesize on the

----1iiii-ditTlit-s-trrrething-prior-tolits-inauguration. There is the problem

of preparing for change, a complex problem which stresses human

involvement, materials, and development of a favorable climate for

change. There is the. 'problem that some changes are doomed to fai,Jure.

Although in most changes we aim for, efficiency°, economy, and simplicity,

we so often work out some of the most complicated way's to achieve our

godls and," conseerkently, make them failures from the outset.. A New

York Times book review column about David Rogers' book,
o

110 Livingston Street, had a headline, "riddling While .the System Burns":

Thiiis the great danger we face in considering either .curriculum or
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We arc further faced with the problem of recognizing

gad3etry, whether,it be technology for teaching or a part of a building's

equipment or structure:. We face the problem of salesmanship; of
.

getting the story to ,

the public and obtaining support for our program.
.

And finally, whether we're talking about curriculuM change or
..

.

changing the environment of a facjilty,we 'face the problem of learning

made'N..the lesson that changes made now zwill influence future changes.' So

often this lesson has not been learned in time to avoid: disaster.

'It is a legitimate question toe ask whetlidrInowidays if is.really
t.

possible for long term planning of facilities. /Are there not other forces

. that make it ever more diffictilt to determine even, the basic size- of

a single. structure4i Are not the 'questions unanswerable, at least those

questiOns- about social forces, educationat,program changes, extended

school year proposals, schools without walls or 'parkway" type

schools, shortened periods for high school training, neighborhood

_kindergartens and_primar_y_s_ohoolscentralized-ver
,

occupational education facilities, and the like? Speculation about

futured is one of the most v'igorating-exercises around and both

broadens and liberalizes the specUla:tors, but it might not help 'Lem.

make anymore valid decisions of -size. or shap\.

If Glen Cove Superintendent, Bob Finley, were here, he
..

would have told you to build afschoOl for the superintendent after the

next one . . . . a structure which has,"a built-in second guess".

ft
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f . IL's a trcir.ene.ous line. 1;ut is not, I'm afraid, reality. Abbut-the- .

-only, way, to aci:aievetilis is to rake. all interior space in a school
.

. :- . , . .
.

completely flexible (which is fizae-unless we take the .wbr ;"complete"
. _ . . 0 s-

tdo seriously. If we do, we may pay. through the nose for the ultimate-, . -,-
.i. - .-

.
......

in flexibility, arid most places would reject such eicpenditur.e. ), .

Finley's

r

As a generalstaternent of planning philosophy, however,,

"built-in second guess': idea is thebasic ingredient for . .-
, . ... w To.effective decision. making irf faCilities planning.' Decisions about -

,. .

. . i , .

school construction must,, and so often 'do not, consiaei the present
.0and the intermediate term future as being equally important. Decisions' .

. ..
. . , ..\ .).should per .,:t..: ,future Change of cburse. ThUs, a school should not be

designed\as a permanent anything except; -perhaps, as a pe-rn. lanent

.shelter frorri the elements. Fluidity is the key-concept,in school design.

The decisions "for .nove,' as opposed to the deciions "for the
-

future", must nev ertheless'be made. Matters of specific curriculum,

administrative organization, scheduling of time, basic educational

philosophy are stillitimportant; but the solutions to these immediate

problems must recognize' certain potential constraints_on future

programming,

r ,

programming, and these constraints can be minimized by the "for now

AND for the future" problem solving approach. A simple example

may, help to make this clear. Suppose for now lam commited to an
iegg crate elementary school with a sink in each'classroom, and I want

the area near the sink to bb protected on the floor'with material

diffe'rent from that in the reading, corner a'rea of the room. Easy to
. .

design now; hard to change later . . . , unless I speculate now about

^ 7

°



:Az a futureNdafe when someone else malies

,dat'ision to ehang6 the educ;-.tionalconcepf my currently traditional

.h.'\ I take the future into consideration, I can still,

have my sinks mid hard and soft surface areas; and even my egg

. craze. But i can also provide . through. demountable
ti

partitioning, through thoughtftil location of_the \inki, through

consideration of logical extentions of floor surfaeds 'beyond walls,

-.and throngh jud ciousplacemeni of various floor surfaces . . . .
- .

the opportunity fo\my educational opposite to introduce his program

economically and realistically when the time comes.

, . .To some of you this may be an over simplifieation;,certaivly,: . .., .

panning of this nature is, not fool proof because we cannot reach the

ultimate flexibility and satisfy everyone. We can, however, go well
.

beyond what we have traditionally done to provide a f4cility serviceable

for. a school both now and in the future.
O

There seems to me to lie great potentioxl in:pursuing-More

vigorously the possibility of designing schools to become non-sdhools,

or, cOhver§1\y,- to design 4ori-educatianal facilities for industry.which

may well become excellent school facilities in the future. Many non-
,-

,oschools are currently in operation as schools, 'but they;' too, would

sbetter serve todn.y's School-needs if-thought was giVen at' the time of

their construetion'that 4

they might becorhe schools. The implications
4

are particularly important as we note nowadays more pronounced. 4

changes in birthrate patterns, or as we see some suburbslaecoming

smaller while others, a county away, are in the rnidsrof rapid growth.
/) I
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The., "fa s: now - for he future" ap?ronch is a viable, even essential,
O .

new

.

mezhodology. Too few people make use of it.

To sum up, J. have tried to indicate tha t the so-called

environment implies" both a new structure for planning and a new

structure for designing school facilities. This new environment

will not' 'pe successfully introduced if we merely try to be jazzy to

get something.different. It will be successful cif it recognizes that

flexibility requires: \
---.. \

cri 41) product awareness both of building materials
and furnishirigs. \

(2) openness that can be closed (instead of the other way around).

. (3) utilization of both horizontal and vertical spacc..dimcnsions.
4

(4) recognition that a school must be planned for more
functioni'-than merely to house any particular,group-ef-
grade leVels.if it is to

and (5) with individualizationoas. the key, recognition that Probably
the unique purpose of the special new environment in school

is to create a climate and facility for self-motivation
something we have only begun to scratch the

surface of.

As WarrenlAshley has -said, "Buildings must be designed for learning more

so than for teaching." There is a difference, and that difference

becomes evident by the measure of flexibility of the facility itself and ---4.`"---
.

of the poople within it.


